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Abstract
Permutation diagrams have been used in circuit design to model a set of single point nets crossing a
channel, where the minimum number of layers needed to realize the diagram equals the clique number
(G) of its permutation graph, the value of which can be calculated in O(n log n) time. We consider
a generalization of this model motivated by “standard cell” technology in which the numbers on each
side of the channel are partitioned into consecutive subsequences, or cells, each of which can be left
unchanged or ﬂipped (i.e., reversed). We ask, for what choice of ﬂippings will the resulting clique
number be minimum or maximum.We show that when one side of the channel is ﬁxed (no ﬂipping),
an optimal ﬂipping for the other side can be found in O(n log n) time for the maximum clique number,
and that when both sides are free this can be solved in O(n2) time. We also prove NP-completeness
of ﬁnding a ﬂipping that gives a minimum clique number, even when one side of the channel is
ﬁxed, and even when the size of the cells is restricted to be less than a small constant. Moreover,
since the complement of a permutation graph is also a permutation graph, the same complexity
results hold for the stable set (independence) number. In the process of the NP-completeness proof
A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in the Proceedings of the 15th Annual Symposium on The-
oretical Aspects of Computer Science (STACS), 1998 [7]. In this version we also settle the main open problem
from [7], see Section 4.
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we also prove NP-completeness of a restricted variant of a scheduling problem. This new NP-
completeness result may be of independent interest.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
A permutation diagram D consists of two horizontal lines L1 and L2 each having n
distinguished points labelled by a permutation of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n and n straightline
segments connecting i on L1 with i on L2. We call each of these points a position and its
label is called the contents of the position. The labels of L1 are denoted by i, j, and z, etc.
The labels of L2 are denoted by i′, j ′, and z′, etc.
The permutation graphG(D)=(V ,E) of diagramD is an undirected graph with vertices
V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and edges (i, j) ∈ E if and only if segment i − i′ intersects segment
j − j ′ in D (see Fig. 1).
We may also observe that the number of edges e = |E| equals the number of inter-
sections of segments in D. Further background on permutation graphs can be found in
Golumbic [6].
Permutation diagrams have been used in a number of application areas, including in
circuit design to model single point nets crossing a channel. The clique number (G) of
the permutation graph G = G(D) is the size of the largest complete subgraph. We also
deﬁne the clique number of a diagram D to be equal to (G(D)). The clique number of a
permutation diagram equals the minimum number of layers on which the diagram D can
be realized (the segments are partitioned into layers where segments on the same layer may
not intersect). For a given diagram, (G) can be calculated in O(n log n) time [4] (see also
[6]). We review this algorithm in Section 3.
1.2. Problem deﬁnition and results
In this paper, we consider a generalization of the permutation diagram model in which
the numbers on each line Lk are partitioned into consecutive subsequences c1, . . . , cr ,
c′1, . . . , c′r ′ , called cells, each of which can be left unchanged or ﬂipped (i.e., reversed).
Each choice  of which cells to ﬂip will yield a different permutation diagram D with its
corresponding permutation graph G =G(D) and clique number (G). For a position
s, denote by c(s) and c′(s) the cells containing position s on L1 and L2, respectively. Note
that the contents of position s onL1 inD may vary between two possible values according
to whether  ﬂips c(s) or not; similarly for the contents of each position s onL2. If c(s)=cl
and c(t)=ck we denote c(s)< c(t) if l < k, similarly for c′.We raise the question of ﬁnding
the following two quantities overall possible choices  of ﬂippings for a given partitioned
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Fig. 1. (a) Permutation diagram D and (b) the permutation graph G(D).







The MAXFLIP and MINFLIP problems are to ﬁnd MAXFLIP(D) and MINFLIP(D),
respectively, given a partitioned permutation diagramD.
Example. Let the labels on L1 be [3, 4, 7], [2, 6], [1, 5, 8] where the brackets indicate
cells, and let the labels on L2 be [6′, 2′, 5′], [4′, 1′, 7′, 8′, 3′]. Position 6 on L1 has contents
1 if c(6) is not ﬂipped, and contents 8 if c(6) is ﬂipped. The clique number is 4 with no
ﬂipping but is reduced to 3 if we ﬂip [2, 6], or increased to 5 if we ﬂip [2, 6], [6′, 2′, 5′] and
[4′, 1′, 7′, 8′, 3′].
If there are k = r + r ′ cells, then both MAXFLIP and MINFLIP can be solved in an
exhaustive manner by calculating the clique number of all 2k possible choices. For small
values of k (say k < 5) this may be reasonable, but for larger values (say k > 10) this may
be unreasonable. We study the computational complexity of these problems independent
of the number k. We give an O(n2) algorithm for MAXFLIP and prove that MINFLIP is
NP-complete. We also show that for the special case of ﬂipping the cells only on one line,
MAXFLIP can be solved in O(n log n), but MINFLIP is still NP-complete. Our algorithms
for MAXFLIP can also produce a ﬂipping  for which the maximum is achieved within the
same time bounds.
Note that the same complexity results immediately hold for the analogous independence
(or stability) number problems on ﬂipping a partitioned permutation diagram. This follows
since the complement of a permutation graph is also a permutation graph (see [6]).
Wemention a very simple casewhich can be solved in an efﬁcient greedymanner, namely,
when each cell is of size at most two. In this case, each cell [i, j ] on L1 is checked once: if
segments i− i′ and j − j ′ do not cross, then leave [i, j ] unchanged for MINFLIP and ﬂip it
for MAXFLIP. Do the same for each cell [i′, j ′] onL2. The effect of each such ﬂip decision
is local, it either adds the edge (i, j) to the permutation graph or deletes it without changing
any other edges. Moreover, this represents all the degrees of freedom in the problem. Since
adding edges can only increase the clique size and deleting edges can only decrease the
clique size, the following result holds.
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Proposition 1.1. If each cell is of size at most two, thenMAXFLIP andMINFLIP can be
solved in O(n) time.
We prove, however, that when the cells are limited to be of size 5, MINFLIP (and even
one-sided MINFLIP) is already NP-complete. The status for MINFLIP when restricted to
cells of size 4, or even 3, is still unresolved.
1.3. Motivation and applications
In the computer aided design ofVLSI circuits using “standard cell” technology, a stage is
reached where cell placement on horizontal rows has already been performed, and the only
remaining degree of freedom is replacing some of the cells with their “mirror image” with
respect to a vertical axis, i.e., cell ﬂipping. Every problem considered for a ﬁxed channel
can also be studied in its cell ﬂipping versions.
Minimizing channel density in the jog-free Manhattan model [9] is another example of
a problem whose cell ﬂipping version has been studied recently by Boros et al. [1]. In this
problem pins on the two sides of the channel are also partitioned into cells. However, rather
than connecting pin j on one side of the channel with pin j on the other side of the channel as
in our problem, here pins on both sides of the channel are partitioned into disjoint sets called
nets. All pins in each net has to be connected together using two levels, one of horizontal
lines, and another of vertical lines. Connecting the nets using the minimum number of
horizontal tracks (this is called the channel width) is NP-hard even without cell ﬂipping, so
its cell ﬂipping versions would also be NP-hard.
A related parameter is the channel density. If we represent each net as an interval be-
tween its leftmost and rightmost pins then the channel density is the clique number of the
associated interval graph. Boros et al. [1] describe an algorithm to ﬁnd a ﬂipping of the
cells which minimizes the channel density. Their solution, based on pseudo-Boolean op-
timization methods, runs in O(n logm) time, where n is the number of pins and m is the
number of nets. This problem includes the ﬂipping problem on partitioned interval graph
representations to minimize the clique number. Boros et al. [1] also present an algorithm
that runs in O(p(n/c)c) time to ﬁnd a ﬂipping that minimizes the density for a stack of c
channels.
In combinatorics, the problem of ﬁnding the longest decreasing or longest increasing sub-
sequence of a permutation has long been of interest [4,6].The one-side cell ﬂipping problems
can be restated as follows: Given a permutation of the numbers 1, . . . , n partitioned into
cells, ﬁnd the cell ﬂipping which minimizes/maximizes the longest decreasing/increasing
subsequence.
2. An O(n2) dynamic programming algorithm for MAXFLIP
We start out describing a simple quadratic algorithm that computes the clique number of
a (unpartitioned) permutation diagram. Later on we show how to generalize this algorithm
to the partitioned case.







Fig. 2. The trapezoid tr(s, t) deﬁned by a position s on L1 and position t on L2.
Let s be a position onL1, t a position onL2, and tr(s, t) the trapezoid deﬁned by positions
s and n on L1 and 1 and t on L2 (see Fig. 2). Deﬁne C(s, t) to be the clique number of
the permutation diagram induced by line segments with both endpoints in tr(s, t). The
algorithm computes C(s, t) for every s and t in increasing order of t. Initially, for every
1sn, C(s, 1)= 1 if tr(s, 1) contains a line segment and C(s, 1)= 0 otherwise. Assume
C(s, l) have already been computed for every l < t and every 1sn. Let g be the line
segment i—i′ incidentwith position t inL2, (i.e., i′ is the label or contents of position t inL2),
and let k be the position labelled i inL1, (i.e., where gmeetsL1). ThenC(s, t)=C(s, t−1)
if k < s; otherwise, C(s, t) is the maximum among C(s, t − 1) and C(k, t − 1)+ 1.
Now, keeping the algorithm above in mind, we turn back to the partitioned case. Ob-
serve that when we ﬁx the directions of the cells c(s) and c′(t), the set of line segments
with both endpoints within tr(s, t) is determined. We denote by a pair = (1, 2), where
1, 2 ∈ {0, 1}, a direction assignment to c(s) and c′(t). The assignment  ﬂips c(s) if
and only if 1 = 1, and ﬂips c′(t) if and only if 2 = 1. Given a direction assignment
 we denote by L(s, t, ) the set of segments contained in tr(s, t). Let  be a ﬂipping
of the cells c(s)< cc(n) and c′(1)c′<c′(t). For each , L(s, t, ) induces a per-
mutation diagram obtained by ﬂipping c(s) and c′(t) according to  and ﬂipping cells
c(s)< cc(n), and c′(1)c′<c′(t) according to . We denote by C(s, t, ) the maxi-
mum overall possible ’s of the clique number of the permutation diagram induced by
L(s, t, ).
Our dynamic programming algorithm computes C(s, t, ) for every possible s, t, and .
The computation proceeds in increasing order of t, the lower right endpoint of the trapezoid.
The details are as follows.
For every 1snwe initializeC(s, 1, )=1 ifL(s, 1, ) contains one line segment and
C(s, 1, ) = 0 otherwise. Fix s,  = (1, 2), and assume that we have already computed
C(s, l, ) for every l < t and every 1sn. To extend the assignment, we calculate two
numbers A and B, eventually setting C(s, t, ) to be the larger of A and B.
If c′(t − 1) = c′(t) let A = C(s, t − 1, ). Otherwise, c′(t − 1) precedes c′(t), and we
let A be the maximum among C(s, t − 1, ′) and C(s, t − 1, ′′) where ′ = (1, 1) and
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′′ = (1, 0); i.e., ′ ﬂips c′(t − 1) and ′′ does not ﬂip c′(t − 1), and both ′ and ′′ give
the same direction to c(s) as .
Let g be the line segment incident with position t onL2 when c′(t) is directed as speciﬁed
by . We denote by c(g) the cell that contains the L1-endpoint of g.
Case 0: If g is not in L(s, t, ) then we can ﬁnish setting C(s, t, )= A. Otherwise, the
line segment g is in L(s, t, ). Note that since g is in L(s, t, ), c(s)c(g).
Case 1: The cell c(g) is different from c(s), i.e., c(s)< c(g).
Let k1 be the position of the L1-endpoint of g when c(g) is ﬂipped, and let k0 be the
position of the L1-endpoint of g when c(g) is not ﬂipped. If c′(t − 1)= c′(t) then assign B
to one plus the maximum among C(k1, t − 1, ′) and C(k0, t − 1, ′′) where ′ = (1, 2)
and ′′ = (0, 2). If c′(t − 1)< c′(t) then assign B to be one plus the maximum among
C(k1, t − 1, (1, 0)), C(k1, t − 1, (1, 1)), C(k0, t − 1, (0, 0)), C(k0, t − 1, (0, 1)). Now
assign C(s, t, )=max{A,B}.
Case 2: Cell c(g) is the same as c(s).
We perform a computation similar to the above, the difference stems from the fact that
the direction of c(s) is now determined by . Let k be the position of the L1-endpoint of g
when the direction of c(g) is ﬁxed as deﬁned by . Note that s < k since we already handled
Case 0. If c′(t−1)=c′(t) then assign B to be one plusC(k, t−1, ), and if c′(t−1) = c′(t)
then assign B to be one plus the maximum among C(k, t − 1, (1, 0)), C(k, t − 1, (1, 1)).
Finally, set C(s, t, )=max{A,B}.
It is straightforward to prove by induction on t that C(s, t, ) are computed correctly.
Computation of every entry in the table C takes O(1) time and since the size of C is O(n2)
our algorithm runs in O(n2) time. The space complexity is O(n) since we need to store the
values in C only for two consecutive values of t at any one time.
The maximum of the four entries C(1, n, (0, 0)), C(1, n, (0, 1)), C(1, n, (1, 0)), and
C(1, n, (1, 1)) is the answer to MAXFLIP. Therefore, we have proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.1. There exists an algorithm forMAXFLIP that runs inO(n2) time usingO(n)
space.
By maintaining with each entry C(s, t, ) a ﬂipping for which the permutation diagram
ofL(s, t, ) has clique numberC(s, t, ) our algorithm can be adapted to produce a ﬂipping
for which the optimum MAXFLIP value is obtained.
3. O(n log n) algorithm for one side MAXFLIP
When only L1 is partitioned into cells that can be ﬂipped, one may observe that without
loss of generality, we may rename the positions on L2 to be labelled in increasing order
1′, . . . , n′. The problem MAXFLIP is then equivalent to ﬁnding a ﬂipping  such that
the length of the maximum decreasing subsequence of the integer sequence induced by
 on L1 is maximized. In this section we show how to solve MAXFLIP by extending
the algorithm for ﬁnding a maximum decreasing subsequence (or equivalently ﬁnding the
clique number of a permutation diagram) described by Fredman [4]. The running time of
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the ﬂipping algorithm that we obtain is of the same order as the ordinary running time of the
algorithm for maximum decreasing subsequence, that is O(n log n). We start by reviewing
the algorithm in [4], and subsequently show how to use it for MAXFLIP.
We ﬁnd the maximum length of a decreasing subsequence of a1, . . . , an by process-
ing the ai’s in order while maintaining an array T of length n. Initially T (j) = −∞ for
every 1jn, and after processing ai , T (j) is the largest number that ends a decreasing
subsequence of length j in a1, . . . , ai . While processing ai , 1 in, we search for the
largest length 0< l <n such that T (l)> ai (assume l = 0 if T (j)< ai for every 1jn).
If T (l+ 1)< ai then we assign T (l+ 1)= ai . Since we can search for l using binary search
in O(log n) time, the running time of this algorithm is O(n log n). It is straightforward to
modify this algorithm such that it also produces a decreasing sequence of maximum length.
Our algorithm for MAXFLIP will use the algorithm for maximum decreasing subse-
quence as a procedure that we denote by MDSS. We run MDSS on the sequences deﬁned
by the individual cells, and each time we use it, we supply it with an initialized array to
work on. In contrast with the regular MDSS algorithm, the array is not initialized to −∞
but rather with values based on computations performed on previous cells. Let the cells on
L1 be c1, . . . , ck from left to right; assume ci also denotes the integer sequence deﬁned by
cell ci when it is left unchanged and ci denotes the sequence deﬁned by ci when it is ﬂipped.
An application of MDSS with an array T on integer sequence A is denoted byMDSS(T ,A).
Deﬁne F(i, j) to be the maximum integer that terminates a decreasing subsequence
of length j of an integer sequence deﬁned by some ﬂipping of c1, . . . , ci . Let T and Tf
be two arrays that we use to communicate input and output with MDSS, initialized with
all entries equal to −∞. We start out computing F(1, j) by running MDSS(T , c1) then
MDSS(Tf , c1), and setting F(1, j)=max{T (j), Tf (j)} for every 1j |c1|. Assume we
have computed F(i − 1, j) for some i < k and every j; we compute F(i, j) as follows.
We initialize T (j)= Tf (j)= F(i − 1, j), and then run MDSS(T , ci) and MDSS(Tf , ci).
Finally, we set F(i, j)=max{T (j), Tf (j)} for every j.
Example. Let the input sequence be [8, 5], [3, 11, 7, 1, 4], [6, 10, 9, 2] where the cells are
indicated by brackets. While describing our algorithm on this input, we assume that all
tables are initialized with −∞ and that each entry not explicitly referred to remains −∞.
After executing MDSS(T , c1) and MDSS(Tf , c1), T (1) = 8, T (2) = 5, and Tf (1) = 8.
Taking the maximum, we obtain F(1, 1)=8 and F(1, 2)=5. The second iteration starts by
setting T (1)=Tf (1)=F(1, 1), and T (2)=Tf (2)=F(1, 2).After executingMDSS(T , c2)
and MDSS(Tf , c2),T (1)= 11, T (2)= 7, T (3)= 4, T (4)= 1, and Tf (1)= 11, Tf (2)= 7,
Tf (3)=4, Tf (4)=3. Taking maxima, we obtain F(2, 1)=11 and F(2, 2)=7, F(2, 3)=4,
and F(2, 4) = 3. Similarly, the reader can check that after the last iteration F(3, 1) = 11,
F(3, 2)= 10, F(3, 3)= 9, F(3, 4)= 3, and F(3, 5)= 2. We conclude that the length of a
maximum decreasing subsequence of any sequence that can be obtained by ﬂipping some
of the cells c1, c2, c3 is 5. Indeed if we do not ﬂip c1, ﬂip c2, and either ﬂip or do not ﬂip c3
we obtain a sequence that contains 8, 5, 4, 3, 2 as a subsequence.
It is straightforward to prove by induction on i that the tableF(i, j) is computed correctly.
To achieve O(n log n) running time we implement MDSS such that instead of destructively
modifying its input array, it returns a list of the array entries changed together with the ﬁnal
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value of each. Note that the length of the output list is bounded by the length of the sequence
MDSS is applied to. The maximum computation that follows each pair of calls to MDSS
is then carried out only for indices of changed entries. This implementation ensures that
for each element in the original sequence, we perform at most two binary searches and two
maximum operations, so the O(n log n) upper bound on the running time follows.
4. One sided MINFLIP is NP-complete
In this section, we give a reduction to One Sided MINFLIP from a new scheduling-
related problem, MIN-MAX TWO-CHOICE VECTOR-SUM. We also show that MIN-
MAXTWO-CHOICEVECTOR-SUM is (strongly) NP-complete by a reduction from SET
PACKING, thus proving that one sided MINFLIP is NP-complete. Our motivation for
deﬁning MIN-MAX TWO-CHOICE VECTOR-SUM is that this particular problem has a
special property that its solution constitutes only of binary choices, and yet the problem
is strongly NP-hard. This is contrary to many scheduling problems that when restricted to
binary choices become polynomial or weakly NP-hard. This point is further discussed on
page 13.
Deﬁnition 4.1. MIN-MAX TWO-CHOICE VECTOR-SUM (MIN-MAX-TCVS)
Input: A number d, the dimension, and n pairs of vectors (v1, vˆ1), . . . , (vn, vˆn) from Zd+
(where Z+ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}), and a number Z, the target.
Solution: A set of n vectors, exactly one vector from each of the n pairs, such that the
maximum coordinate of the sum of the chosen vectors is at most Z, the target.
In the optimization version of this problem there is no Z and we simply want to minimize
the maximum coordinate in the sum of the n vectors.
Ford=2,MIN-MAX-TCVS is very similar to 2-ProcessorMULTIPROCESSORSCHED
ULING [5, p. 238, ProblemSS8].MIN-MAX-TCVS can indeed be considered as a schedul-
ing problem: Say you want to produce n unique items on a set of d distinguished machines.
(All machines may have to participate in the production of an item.) For each item we have
two alternatives of how to produce it on the machines, each having a different “load vector”,
specifying the time each machine has to dedicate in order to complete it.You want to ﬁnish
all items and ship them out by a deadline Z (or as early as possible, in the optimization
problem)—this is exactly MIN-MAX-TCVS. Further connections of MIN-MAX-TCVS to
MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING will be discussed in the sequel. It is important to
remember that MIN-MAX-TCVS is a binary-choice problem, i.e. its solution constitutes of
a set of binary choices, while MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING is not a binary-choice
problem: A solution to it consists of an assignment of jobs to processors, which is far from
being a set of binary choices. In the case where the number of processors is 2, MULTIPRO-
CESSOR SCHEDULING is indeed a binary-choice problem, but it becomes only weakly
NP-complete.
Like many other scheduling problems MIN-MAX-TCVS becomes weakly NP-complete
(that is, it has a pseudo-polynomial algorithm) when d (the number of machines) is ﬁxed
instead of being part of the input. In fact, MIN-MAX-TCVS is similar to the weakly NP-
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complete problem PARTITION for d = 2 (but is not similar to 3-PARTITION for d = 3).
For d = 1 the problem is trivially solvable. MIN-MAX-TCVS can also be classiﬁed as a
multiple-choice problem,much likeMULTIPLE-CHOICEKNAPSACK [11],MULTIPLE-
CHOICE MATCHING [8], or NEIGHBORHOOD TSP.
Next we show that MIN-MAX-TCVS is strongly NP-complete (for the deﬁnition of
strong NP-completeness and for other relevant deﬁnitions see Garey and Johnson [5]):
Theorem 4.2. MIN-MAX-TCVS is strongly NP-complete (that is, it is NP-complete even
if all numbers in the input are represented in unary).
Furthermore, consider the restricted version of MIN-MAX-TCVS in which for every
pair of vectors (v, vˆ), v has a 1 in a single coordinate and 0 in all others, and vˆ has a
single coordinate which is at most 2 and has 0 in all others. This restricted version is also
NP-complete.
Further discussion on restricting the inputs of MIN-MAX-TCVS and the effect of such
restrictions on the NP-completeness, together with some more connections to scheduling,
can be found on p. 13 (after the proof).
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove that general MIN-MAX-TCVS is strongly NP-complete.
We reduce SET PACKING to MIN-MAX-TCVS. SET PACKING gets as input a set
S={x1, . . . , xs} (the universe) and a family of subsets of S, F ={S1, S2, . . . , Sm}, and also
a numberKm. The objective is to determine if there is a collection of at least K pairwise
disjoint members of F. It is shown to be NP-complete in Garey and Johnson [5, p. 221,
Problem SP3].
We transform an instance of SET PACKING to an instance of MIN-MAX-TCVS as
follows.We pick the dimension to be the number of elements in the collection S plus 1, that
is d = s + 1. We generate a pair of vectors for each member Si of F, as follows. For every
1cs, the ﬁrst vector of the pair corresponding to Si contains m−K in coordinate c if
xc ∈ Si and 0 otherwise. Also, the ﬁrst vector contains 0 in coordinate d. The second vector
contains 1 in coordinate d and 0 in all other coordinates. We set Z to be m−K .
It is quite easy to verify that there is a solution to the SET PACKING instance if and
only if there exists a choice of vectors such that the maximal coordinate of their sum is at
mostZ=m−K , and thusMIN-MAX-TCVS is indeed strongly NP-complete: It is strongly
NP-complete because the input size, even if coded in unary, is O(m2d)=O(m2s) which is
polynomial in the input size of the set-packing instance.
Now we prove that the restricted version of MIN-MAX-TCVS is NP-complete:
We reduce from a restriction of SET PACKING in which the cardinality of each set in
the family F = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} is exactly 3. This restriction of SET PACKING remains
NP-complete, as noted in [5, p. 238, Problem SS8].As before, S={x1, . . . , xs} denotes the
elements of the universe, and K denotes the number of disjoint sets we are looking for.
We build an instance of MIN-MAX-TCVS where there is a coordinate for each element,
two coordinates for each set, and another free coordinate. Thus d = s + 2m+ 1. We set the
upper bound for the sum in each coordinate to be Z =m−K + 2.
Let j be either an element-coordinate or a set-coordinate. We have Z− 2 pairs of vectors
v and vˆ where v and vˆ are equal and contain 1 in coordinate j and 0 in all other coordinates.








































































Fig. 3. The pairs of vectors that correspond to one set, S, in the SET PACKING instance.
For the free coordinate we have two pairs of vectors v and vˆ where v and vˆ are equal
and contain 1 only in the free coordinate and 0 in all other coordinates. All of these pairs
contribute Z − 2 to each element-coordinate and to each set-coordinate, and 2 to the free
coordinate. So other pairs which we deﬁne below are allowed to contribute at most 2 to
each element-coordinate and set-coordinate, and at most Z − 2 to the free coordinate.
For each set, Si = {x, y, z} ∈ F , in the SET PACKING instance, we have 5 pairs of
vectors (v1, vˆ1), . . . , (v5, vˆ5), in the MIN-MAX-TCVS instance. These are depicted in
Fig. 3, and are as follows:
• Thevector v1 contains 1 in the free coordinate, and vˆ1 contains 2 in theﬁrst set-coordinate
of S.
• The vector v2 contains 1 in the ﬁrst set-coordinate of S, and vˆ2 contains 2 in the second
set-coordinate of S.
• The vector v3 contains 1 in the ﬁrst set-coordinate of S, and vˆ3 contains 2 in the element-
coordinate of x.
• The vector v4 contains 1 in the second set-coordinate of S, and vˆ4 contains 2 in the
element-coordinate of y.
• The vector v5 contains 1 in the second set-coordinate of S, and vˆ5 contains 2 in the
element-coordinate of z.
If we are given a solution to the SET PACKING instance then we can easily see that our
MIN-MAX-TCVS instance is also solvable: Simply deﬁne a solution by picking vˆ1, vˆ2, vˆ3,
vˆ4, and vˆ5 of the pairs corresponding to Si , for Si that is in the packing, and picking v1, v2,
v3, v4, and v5 for Si that is not in the packing.
To prove the converse, assume that there is a solution to the MIN-MAX-TCVS instance.
Consider the 5 pairs of vectors corresponding to one particular set. It is easy to see that if
vˆ1 is in the solution then this solution must also contain vˆ2, vˆ3, vˆ4, and vˆ5. Otherwise, the
solution contains v1 and we may assume w.l.o.g. that it also contains v2, v3, v4, and v5. (If it
does not, then we can replace the vectors in the corresponding pair, and get another feasible
solution.) So one can see that we can generate a solution to SET PACKING by picking
those sets which correspond to pairs for which the MIN-MAX-TCVS solution contains vˆ1.
From our deﬁnition of the MIN-MAX-TCVS instance, it follows that there must be K such
sets that we choose. This is because the free coordinate is restricted to get a value no more
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than Z − 2=m−K so it can receive only m−K 1’s and 1 is the value that we get when
v1 is chosen. 
The special property of MIN-MAX-TCVS is that it is strongly NP-complete. In contrast,
MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING, which is one of the most general and powerful
scheduling problems is only weakly NP-complete (i.e., it does have a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm) when the number of machines is part of the input.
The restricted variant of MIN-MAX-TCVS discussed in Theorem 4.2 is a special case
of the problem MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING where you are given d unrelated
machines, and all processing times are taken from the set {1, 2,∞} .This problemconstitutes
the one missing case in Lenstra et al.’s [10, Section 5] classiﬁcation of polynomial vs.
NP-complete variants of MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING with restricted processing
times. By slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can show that the problem
MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING with processing times {1, 2,∞}, with the added
restriction that for any given job exactly one machine can complete it in one time unit and
exactly one machine can complete it in two time units and no other machine can complete
it in ﬁnite time, is NP-complete. This result might be of independent interest, so we state it
as a theorem.
Theorem 4.3. MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULINGwith processing timespij∈{1, 2,∞}
with the additional constraint that for each i, |{j |pij =1}|=1, |{j |pij =2}|=1 isNP-hard.
As for other restrictions of MIN-MAX-TCVS: Suppose that all vectors are drawn from
{0, 1}d , and furthermore that in each pair of vectors one vector has exactly one entry equal
to 1 and all other entries equal to zero, and the other vector has exactly two entries equal to
1 and all other entries equal to zero. In this case the problem can also be shown to be NP-
complete. However, if we restrict all vectors altogether to have 1 in a single coordinate and
zero in all other coordinates then the problem is polynomial: It is equivalent to scheduling
unit jobs on d parallel machines where each job has exactly two machines it can run on, and
we want to minimize the maximum completion time (the makespan). A generalization of
this problemwhere each job has a list of machines it can run on was shown to be polynomial
in [2,3,10].
From Proposition 1.1, we know that one-sided MINFLIP is easily solvable in linear time
if all cells are of size at most 2. In the next theorem, we show that one-sided MINFLIP
is NP-complete, even if we only allow the cells to be of size at most a small constant,
namely 5. This means that even relatively “natural” instances of MINFLIP are hard to
solve.
Theorem 4.4. One-sidedMINFLIP is NP-complete.
Furthermore, it is NP-complete even when cells are restricted to be of size 5.
Proof. We will ﬁrst prove that one-sided MINFLIP with unbounded cell size is NP-
complete, by a reduction fromMIN-MAX-TCVS. Then we show, by slightly modifying the
proof and by reducing from the restricted variant of MIN-MAX-TCVS, that we get cells of
size 5. First note that MIN-MAX-TCVS stays strongly NP-complete even if all elements
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of the vectors must be at least 1. (We can simply add 1 to all coordinates and add n to Z.)
We reduce MIN-MAX-TCVS with elements 1 to one-sided MINFLIP as follows.
Given an instance of MIN-MAX-TCVS with all elements at least 1, we generate an
instance of one-sidedMINFLIP. Let us denote the n pairs of vectors in theMIN-MAX-TCVS
instance as (v1, vˆ1), . . . , (vn, vˆn). The size of our MINFLIP instance will be polynomial in
the sum of all elements of all vectors. This proves that MIN-MAX-TCVS is NP-complete
since by Theorem 4.2, MIN-MAX-TCVS is strongly NP-complete. The ﬁxed side of the
permutation diagram in the one-sided MINFLIP instance will be the identity permutation,
so we only need to specify the permutation on the other side and its decomposition into
cells. This permutation consists of three sections, which we call: a preﬁx, a middle, and a
sufﬁx. The middle consists of n cells each corresponding to a pair of vectors in the MIN-
MAX-TCVS instance. The size of the cell which corresponds to the ith pair of vectors,




j=1 vˆij − d. Let M denote the size of the middle, i.e., the




j=1 vˆij )− nd.
We also deﬁne L=M + 1. The preﬁx and the sufﬁx consist of cells of size 1 (that is, they
cannot be manipulated by ﬂippings). The number of elements in the preﬁx is d(d + 1)L/2,
and so is the number of elements in the sufﬁx. In total, our permutation is of the integers
1, . . . , d(d + 1)L+M . The idea of the reduction will be to associate the n binary choices
that we have to make between pairs of vectors with the n binary choices we have to make
of whether or not to ﬂip each of the n cells.
We now describe how to ﬁll the cells with numbers. We partition the space of integers
1, . . . , d(d + 1)L +M into d consecutive intervals: I1 = [x1, y1] (x1 = 1), I2 = [x2, y2]
(x2 = y1 + 1), . . . , Id = [xd, yd ] (xd = yd−1 + 1, yd = d(d + 1)L+M), where the length
of Ij is |Ij | = (d + 1)L+∑ni=1 (vij + vˆij )− n.
The preﬁx consists of the following d parts. The ﬁrst part is a decreasing sequence of
the dL largest elements of the interval I1 each in a singleton cell. The second part is a
decreasing sequence of the (d − 1)L largest elements of interval I2 each in a singleton cell.
In general, the j th part, 1jd , is a decreasing sequence of the (d−j+1)L largest items
of Ij each in a singleton cell.
The sufﬁx also consists of d parts and is a kind of mirror image of the preﬁx. In general,
the j th part is a decreasing sequence of the jL smallest elements of interval Ij each in a
singleton cell. The construction of the preﬁx and sufﬁx is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Recall that a clique inD corresponds to a set of pairwise intersecting lines in the drawing.
The preﬁx and sufﬁx are not affected by ﬂippings, so no matter what the ﬂipping is, this
part of the construction remains. Thus, our construction of the preﬁx and sufﬁx will force
the maximum decreasing subsequence to be contained in a single interval Ij (This claim
will be shown later in the proof). This “forcing” is the purpose of the preﬁx and sufﬁx: It
corresponds to the “MAX” part of the problem MIN-MAX-TCVS—the maximum clique
will come from only one of the intervals Ij , and will correspond to the maximum coordinate
of the sum of the chosen vectors.
Last we deﬁne the middle. The middle consists of n cells each corresponding to a pair of
vectors in our MIN-MAX-TCVS instance. The cell corresponding to (vi, vˆi ) consists of d
parts, one for each coordinate of vi and vˆi . The order of these parts in the cell is insigniﬁcant.
The j th part of the cell consists of vij + vˆij − 1 consecutive elements from Ij which we
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I1 I2 I3 I4 I5
Prefix middle suffix
Fig. 4. An example of the preﬁx and sufﬁx for d = 5. Each of the lines stands for a “bundle” of L lines that are
pairwise intersecting.
denote by a1, . . . , avij+vˆij−1 (ak = a1 + k − 1). The element a1 ∈ Ij is chosen such that
the elements of Ij which we use in the j th part of a particular cell are larger than those
used in the j th parts of subsequent cells but smaller than those used in the j th parts of cells
preceding it. We order a1, . . . , avij+vˆij−1 such that ﬁrst we have a decreasing sequence of
avij
down to a1, and subsequently an increasing sequence of avij+1 to avij+vˆij−1. (Note that
when the cell is reversed we have a decreasing subsequence of length vˆij , and when it is not
reversed we have a decreasing subsequence of length vij .) Recall that vij , vˆij1 so we have
at least one element in each of the d parts of the cell.
Selected parts of a complete construction are demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
To complete the proof we show that we can choose one vector of each pair so that their
sum in each coordinate is at most Z if and only if in theMINFLIP instance there is a ﬂipping
with a maximal decreasing sequence of length (d + 1)L+Z (this is the target value that
we set for the MINFLIP instance).
First we show that if there is a ﬂipping Fwith a maximum decreasing sequence of length
(d+1)L+Z, then we can choose vectors to solveMIN-MAX-TCVS.We choose vectors
as follows. For each pair we choose the second vector if the corresponding cell is ﬂipped
in F, and the ﬁrst vector if it is not ﬂipped in F. We claim that in the sum of the chosen
vectors, all coordinates are less than Z. We prove this claim by contradiction.
Say the value of coordinate j in the sum is Z′>Z. We show that there is a decreasing
subsequence in F of length (d + 1)L + Z′ which gives a contradiction. This decreasing
subsequence is contained in interval Ij . It starts with the (d + 1 − j)L elements in the
preﬁx that belong to Ij , and it ends with the jL elements in the sufﬁx that belong to Ij .
From each cell in the middle, the sequence contains the maximum decreasing subsequence
which corresponds to coordinate j (that is, the maximum decreasing subsequence in the j th
part of the cell). It follows from our construction, and the way we chose the vectors, that Z′
elements from the middle participate in this decreasing sequence.
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I1 I2 I3 I4 I5
2nd part 4th part
cell 1
other cells
Fig. 5. An example containing the preﬁx, sufﬁx, and ﬁrst cell of the middle, for d = 5 with values
v1=(1, 2, 1, 4, 1), vˆ1=(1, 3, 1, 3, 1). The gray part is the preﬁx and sufﬁx, already introduced in Fig. 4. Note that
each of the new black lines stands for one element of the permutation, while each (gray) line in the preﬁx and sufﬁx
stands for a bundle of L pairwise intersecting lines. In order to reduce clutter, other cells are not detailed, except
for two representatives from another cell. Note that, according to the reduction, lines that originate at different
cells in the bottom line and end at the same interval in the top line always intersect.
I2 I4
cell 1
Fig. 6. Here we show what happens to the lines that correspond to the non-trivial parts of the ﬁrst cell in Fig. 5
when it is ﬂipped. Note that before we ﬂipped, the maximum cliques in the second and fourth part were 2 and 4,
respectively. Now they are both 3.
To show the converse, we argue that if we can choose vectors so that their sum in each
coordinate is at most Z, then there is a ﬂipping F in which each decreasing subsequence
is of length (d + 1)L+ Z. We deﬁne F by ﬂipping a cell if the solution to MIN-MAX-
TCVS contains the second vector of the corresponding pair, and do not ﬂip the cell other-
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wise. We have to show that in F there is no decreasing subsequence of length greater than
(d + 1)L+ Z.
First, we claim that the elements of a maximum decreasing subsequence in the permu-
tation under any ﬂipping, and in particular under F, must contains elements from a single
interval Ij (for graphical reference see Fig. 4). Since, for any interval Ij , the largest elements
of Ij are in the preﬁx and the smallest elements of Ij are in the sufﬁx, it follows from this
claim that a maximum decreasing subsequence starts with the elements of some interval Ij
that are in the preﬁx and ends with elements of the same intervals Ij that are in the sufﬁx.
To prove the claim let us consider a maximal decreasing subsequence A, which contains
elements from more than one interval I+, and derive a contradiction. Let the lowest interval
from which A contains elements be Ij and let the highest interval from which A contains
elements be Ik , j < k. Since A is maximal it contains all the elements from Ik which are in
the preﬁx. (It cannot contain elements from two such intervals Ik and Ik′ where k > k′ since
the elements of Ik follow the elements of Ik′ in the preﬁx, but are larger.) Also, for a similar
reason,A contains all elements from Ij in the sufﬁx. Since k > j ,A contains (d+1−k)L+
jLdL elements from the preﬁx and sufﬁx together. Since the length of themiddle is equal
toM=L−1<L, the total length ofAwill be<(d+1)L. But observe that we can beat this
by just picking any decreasing subsequence that contains all elements from an interval Ij in
the preﬁx and the sufﬁx, thus getting exactly (d+1)L. SoA cannot be amaximumdecreasing
sequence.
To complete the proof, it remains to show that whenwe ﬂip according toF, any decreasing
subsequence that is contained in a single interval Ij does not contain more than Z elements
from the middle. This follows since otherwise we would get a contradiction to the fact
that we deﬁned F based on a solution to MIN-MAX-TCVS. We omit the details which are
straightforward.
Finally, for NP-completeness with cells of size 5, let us look at what happens when we
apply the reduction to an instance of the restricted version of MIN-MAX-TCVS (in which
for every pair of vectors vi and vˆi , vi has a 1 in a single coordinate and 0 in all others, and vˆi
has a single coordinate which is either 1 or 2 and 0 in all others). First, to get positive vectors
we need to add 1 to each coordinate in all vectors and add n to Z.After this modiﬁcation, for
every pair of vectors vi , vˆi , vector vi has all coordinates equal to 1 except one coordinate
which is equal to 2, and the vector vˆi has all coordinates equal to 1 except one coordinate
which is equal to either 2 or 3.
In the resulting MINFLIP instance according to our construction, the cells in the middle
section are of length d+2 or d+3, each of them corresponding to a different pair of vectors.
The cell corresponding to the pair vi and vˆi has d parts, where the j th part corresponds to
vij and vˆ
i
j . There are two cases:
Case 1: The vector vi has a 2 in the same coordinate where the vector vˆi has a 2 or a 3:
Let j be the index of this coordinate. The j th part of the corresponding cell is of length at
most 4 and all other parts are of length 1.
Case 2: The vector vi has a 2 in a different coordinate than the one in which vector vˆi
contains a 2 or a 3: Let j be the coordinate where vi has a 2, and let k be the coordinate
where vˆi has 2 or 3. The j th part of the corresponding cell is of length 2, the kth part is of
length 2 or 3, and all other parts are of length 1.
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Now, our ﬁnal modiﬁcation to the reduction is to take each part of size 1 of each cell and
put it in a separate new cell following the original cell. It is easy to check that this change
does not hurt the correctness of the reductions.
This way we get an equivalent instance of one-sided MINFLIP, but with cells of size
5. Now, since the restricted version of MIN-MAX-TCVS is NP-complete, the theorem
follows. 
5. Two-sided MINFLIP and other cell ﬂipping problems
In [7]we had shown that two-sidedMINFLIP isNP-hard, a result whichTheorem4.4 now
generalizes. However, the proof in [7] also shows thatMINFLIP does not have a polynomial
time approximation scheme (PTAS), i.e., there is a constant such that no approximation
algorithm has an approximation ratio smaller than that constant. We state the appropriate
theorem and its corollary here, and refer the interested reader to [7].
Theorem 5.1 (Golumbic and Kaplan [7]). Given a two-sided MINFLIP instance D and
an integer Z, the problem of deciding whether MINFLIP(D)Z is NP-complete. This
problem remains NP-complete even if Z is ﬁxed, Z7, and the cells in D are of length at
most 2Z + 4.
Corollary 5.2. MINFLIP is inapproximable within 87 , unless P = NP.
Currently no inapproximability results are known for one-sided MINFLIP. Developing
approximation algorithms for MINFLIP or one-sided MINFLIP is an open problem, and so
is the question if any stronger inapproximability results can be proven for these problem.
Another intriguing question left open is whether there exists a polynomial algorithm for
one-sided MINFLIP when all cells are of size smaller than 3 or even smaller than 4.
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